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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

May'19 1496 4 1500 1492 1492 May'19 94,45 0,45 95,00 94,20 94,00

Jul'19 1500 8 1503 1492 1492 Jul'19 97,10 0,50 97,55 96,75 96,60

Sep'19 1515 8 1517 1507 1507 Sep'19 99,85 0,50 100,30 99,55 99,35

Nov'19 1529 6 1531 1529 1523 Dec'19 103,80 0,55 104,20 103,45 103,25
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Support: 1485, 1465 & 1350
Resistances: 1515 & 1680

New York ICE:

Supports: 96,50, 93,50 & 92,00
Resistances: 100,00 & 110,00
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last high low

1,12147 1,1239 1,12098

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

€/US$ rate

EUR-FX

BRAZIL

There have been no significant changes in the currency market, with the EURUSD remaining within the range of 1.1240-1.1290 despite the fall in the yield of the

US 10-year bond at 2017 lows (2,35%). The euro rises slightly after the words of ECB President Mario Draghi and chief economist Peter Praet in a less
conservative tone than expected.

The rains over the Brazil coffee districts continue to support forecasts on average for an overall 9% smaller but nevertheless fair-sized new crop due from Brazil

this year, which indicate on average for a new crop of something close to 56.2 million bags due and with some looking a little bit higher and as much as 60
million bags. The consensus is though that this new crop is due to remain substantial due to the forecast on average for an approximate 13% increase in conilon

robusta coffee production, as against forecasts on average for an approximate 16% dip in arabica coffee production.

In Northwestern Paraná and Rondônia State, coffee growers hold small volumes. In Northern PR, around 90% of the crop had been traded until March 22nd,

while in February, that volume was between 80 and 85%. In Rondônia, although that percentage did not change between February and March, there is only 5%
of the crop left to be traded.

Brazil’s lower house leaders agreed to vote on a bill that undercuts the government’s budget control, marking a potential blow to President Jair Bolsonaro as he

attempts to overcome recent crisis and rally support behind his own legislative agenda. The Chamber of Deputies will vote on a constitutional amendment that
would restrict the ability to freeze spending and freely move around public funds, according to interviews with six lower house party leaders. The decision comes
amid doubts over the future of a separate constitutional amendment cutting pension spending, which is the government’s priority bill. Budget restrictions would

be a rebuke to Bolsonaro and exacerbate the political turbulence that has engulfed his administration. Since assuming power nearly three months ago, Bolsonaro
has seen popular support plummet, feuded with aides and lost support from a key pension bill backer. Investors have warned that failure to rein in spending

would pummel local assets and bring the country closer to insolvency.

Business remained sluggish as a result of mismatch of prices between strong local and weak ICE terminal market.

As per Vietnam Customs, Vietnam has exported from Jan to mid of March 19 an accumulated volume of 400.000 tons with of $696 million, dropped 11,5% in

volume and 20,5% in value year on year with an average price of $1740/ton, the lowest for the past 5 years.

But in the long run, global coffee prices shall recover but low underground water level plus possible drought on key coffee growing provinces may have bad

effect on this year and next year crop, forecast by Export Department of MoTI.

Vietnam will process more than 25% of its total coffee beans by 2020 to increase the value and build brands for Vietnamese coffee products, according to the
MARD Processing and Market Development Authority (AgroTrade). The country targets to raise the output of roasted coffee to 50.000 tons, and instant coffee to

255.000 tons each year.

The chance of scattered showers over Vietnam’s coffee region is expected to increase a bit this week. Greater precipitation is needed to favor flowering and

decrease the probability of aborted blooms.

Colombian government must allocate the equivalent of 19.4 million U.S. dollars towards assistance for their coffee farmers, but this might be seen to be

miniscule in terms of the country’s annual coffee production of approximately 14 million bags. A sum of money that equates to only 1.38 dollars per bag of
coffee, which does little to counter the decline in the reference prices of the New York market, albeit that this is in addition to the equivalent of 30 million U.S.

dollars granted for coffee farm aid last year, which would equate to a still very modest total of 3.52 dollars per bag in government assistance.

Strike in Colombia is still on after 17 days and getting worse due to unfulfilled promises from government regarding some of their requests for which the end

of the natives strike in the Southwest of the country is still far away. The blockades on the Pan-American highway that connects three departments caused lack
of food and fuel. Now more groups are being called to join the strike and currently trucks are allowed to pass thought a highway to the port only during 4 hours

per day which probably will cause several delays in shipments.

In a fresh report published by Fitch Solutions Macro Research, the firm revised down their Indian 2018-2019 coffee crop forecast to 5.3 million bags, up

1.1% year on year. This is 300,000 bags lowers than their initial forecast of 5.6 million bags. According to the report, the crop was negatively impacted by heavy
monsoon rains in key coffee growing regions of Karnataka and Kerala. The report notes that despite severe flooding in the areas which have damaged crops,

production is still expected to marginally increase due to an expansion in coffee area. As other highlights, volume of Indian Coffee Instant exports continue to
decline and no offers available in the local market for Screen 18 green coffee grades of any type due to continued exports shortage.

Gold was Uganda’s biggest source of export revenue in the six months through January, beating coffee, the country’s traditional top earner. The East African
nation shipped $357.1 million of the precious metal in the period, compared with $213.4 million of coffee exports, the Finance Ministry said on its website, citing

data from the central bank. As per UCDA figures, Feb coffee exports dropped by over 33% for Arabica grades and over 11% for Robustas, compared to last
year’s figures. This is a decrease of 16,68% in total with an export volume of 323.828 bags. Reasons for this decrease are not too hard to be imagined, with a

further weakening terminal market and a large gap between seller´s and buyer´s price ideas. FAQ prices remain firm with small volumes traded only. Despite
the difficult situation a program for planting fresh seedlings is further followed.

During the first 11 months of 2018, Vietnam supplied 25% of Japan's imported coffee products, compared with 27% from Brazil, which saw its Japanese

exports fall 7% year on year over the same period. According to Toyohide Nishino, executive director of the All Japan Coffee Fair Trade Association, consumer
thirst for good tasting, low-priced coffee is driving Robusta's market share. Japan imported 88,000 tons of unroasted coffee beans from Vietnam in all of 2017 --

a tenfold jump from a decade before -- and surged 15% year on year to 94,000 tons in the 2018 January-November period alone.

Kenya aims to increase domestic consumption to as much as 30% of output by 2022, from 5% currently, Agriculture Ministry Chief Administrative Officer

Andrew Tuimur says in Nairobi.

Canada's iconic coffee and doughnut chain Tim Hortons has made headlines with the recent opening of its first restaurant in China, the world's fastest growing
coffee market. The new restaurant, which opened on February 26 in central Shanghai, marks the first step of the company's new initiative to launch more than

1,500 "Timmies" in China over the next ten years.
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This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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The now-available full data set of European Union coffee import and export data for calendar 2018 shows that aggregate imports reached an all-time high of

54.691 mln bags, up sharply from the previous year's 50.772 mln bags.
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